Welcome Aboard!

Cruising Guide &
Safety Manual
ENGELENBAK

WELCOME ABOARD ENGELENBAK
We are delighted to have you join us as guests.
It’s our hope that your cruise with us is relaxing, memorable, fun ... and
above all ... safe.
With a strong steel hull and a displacement of 105 tons, Engelenbak is one
of the safest pleasure yachts you will find; capable of long-range cruising
just about anywhere in the world. But no matter how safe the boat is
built, one of the key secrets to ensuring a safe cruise is preparation for
the unexpected.
To that end, we have prepared this manual to acquaint you with some of
the guidelines we hope you will follow on a day to day basis, such as water
and energy conservation.
More importantly, we ask that you read through the emergency plans and
procedures. It’s important that you know what to do in the unlikely event
of an emergency, which we’ve outlined for you in this manual. We also urge
you to take a tour around the boat to acquaint yourself with the location
of emergency equipment, hatches, exit doors, etc. before we begin our
cruise.
Feel free to ask us questions, and above all, we hope you have a delightful
cruise!
Roland & Laura

Land was created to provide a place for boats to v!it.
- Brooks Atkinson

To Do Before Leaving Port ...
Before leaving port, we’ll conduct a
familiarization tour to acquaint you with
details of the boat. Make sure you take
note of the following emergency items:
Life rings
Emergency throw bags
Life jacket locker
Fire extinguishers
Emergency life raft
VHF radios
Survival suits

Prepare ditch bag:
Take ziplock bag from galley and fill it with
essential items that you want to take with you
in the event of an emergency evacuation, i.e.
passports, cell phone, medications, keys, credit
card/money, etc.
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Welcome Aboard
about engelenbak
Launched in 2002, Engelenbak is an Ocean Haven North Sea trawler that was
custom built by Alberni Engineering on Vancouver Island and was first named
Aleyska. The boat, originally conceived by Jon Allsop, was designed by
renowned naval architect Greg Marshall.
We purchased the vessel in 2009 and it was relaunched as Engelenbak in
2009 after repainting it fire engine red and refitting it with teak decks. The work
was conducted by Platinum Marine in Richmond, BC.
Engelenbak is constructed of welded steel that is plasma metalized to protect
against rust. The superstructure is constructed of welded aluminum.
Engelenbak also features a bulbous bow which modifies the way the water
flows around the hull, reducing drag and thus increasing speed, range, fuel
efficiency, and stability.
A 14-foot Rendova hard-bottomed tender with a 50 hp engine sits on the
forward deck.
The interior features Honduras mahogany and maple flooring.
This includes three staterooms, each with private heads. The
galley is uniquely located on the aft main deck house with a
pass-through window to the aft deck.
The pilothouse features state-of-the-art electronics and is
surrounded by a Portuguese flybridge forward and and an
expansive deck aft.
Builder: Alberni Engineering
Designer: Greg Marshal
Length - 62’3” / 18.95m

2009 retrofit, dirty blonde to redhead

Beam - 18’ 10” / 5.73m
Draft - 7' / 2.1m
Fuel Capacity - 5000 USG
Engine: John Deere 6125 AFM, 12.5 Litre, 340 hp
Construction: Steel
Load Displacement: 105 TON
Maximum Cruising Speed: 8 – 9.5 knots

Bulbous bow increases fuel efficiency

Range at Cruising Speed: 5000-8000 nm
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history of engelenbak ...
and what the name means
In Roland’s Words … the History.
Engelenbak was a project conceived by my dad who was a boater at
heart. Dad found a well-used and hard-worked boat that was his idea of
a “boat project”. Stout and sturdy, he bought this boat in 1959 to create a
floating vacation home that could be moved around from lake to lake in
the province of Friesland in Northern Holland.
When you looked at this floating “thing,” it looked more like a floating
wooden shoe than a boat … but like I said, dad had a project in mind.
The boat was about 35 feet long, made from solid steel, and had a diesel
engine that dated back to the 1920s – a real museum piece, but it had a
heart.
The boat was originally designed to be a floating grocery store, known as a
"parlevinker" in Holland. Women aboard barges travelling up and down the
Waal River would buy food to feed their families and crew from parlevinkers.
With a fast running river and a busy schedule, this little vessel was built to
handle all seas and take the abuse of being smacked into the steel barges it
would pull up to.
Unfortunately know one in the family remembers the original name of this
stout little ship. But boy, was it ugly … and my dad considered it a perfect
project!
As a kid I was put to work scrapping rust off this old “clunker” and
smothering tar (bottom paint) all over her bottom … as a reward for
doing a good job. After many weekends working away, the topsides
were cut open and a new roof was put on. As it turned out, the new
roof became the dance floor for my sisters.
Dad was not a mechanical guy, the engine was never touched, and
the bilge still smelled of diesel and oil. But eventually the boat looked
more like a home than a floating grocery store.
A painter was put to work and this little tub was painted in pretty white,
red and blue colors. When the boat was re-launched by dad, the name
Engelenbak was painted on the bow.
The Name???
Engelenbak was shaped like a tub, a long skinny boat with a short stubby
bow and a flat narrow transom... resembling what we would call in
Holland ... a “bak”.
The engine was mid-ship and functioned many times as a dining room
table when the whole crew was aboard.
In the meantime, dad had his four daughters (my sisters Ellen, Karin,
Lidewijde and Saskia) ... his Angels “Engelen”…. and having plans for his
angels to experience his beloved sailing, dad called this “bak”, Engelenbak ... or
directly translated: tub full of angels.
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Guidelines for Normal Cruising
familiarize yourself with emergency
equipment & procedures
Before we leave the dock, we hope you will take the time to walk around and
familiarize yourself with the general layout of the boat and placement of
emergency equipment.
Emergency procedures are outlined in this manual, along with a section
detailing the emergency equipment on board. Take note of location of fire
extinguishers, life rings, life jackets, emergency life rafts, etc.
Also, we urge you to read the section about preparing a “ditch bag” in the
event we should suddenly have to abandon ship; we have plastic ziplocks in the
galley for you to prepare your bag.

engine room door shut & locked
For safety reasons, the engine room door should be kept shut with the stainless
steel handle in the lock (handle up) position at all times.
This protects the spread of fire should one break out in the engine room. It also
serves as a bulkhead and protects the boat from flooding in the event the hull is
punctured. And finally, it keeps Lovie from wandering into the engine ... we
would never find him!
When entering the engine room while the boat is under power, always where
ear protection to muffle the sound.

must wear life jacket in tender
Boating regulations require that you must wear a life jacket when riding in
the tender. For comfort, we have 4 pairs of adult suspender-type life
jackets in the steps leading up to the pilot house.

children must wear life jackets on
deck
Boating regulations also require children to wear life jackets at all times
when outside on any open deck, and of course while in the tender. Children
cannot leave the confines of the boat interior without a lifejacket and and adult
present.

no smoking on board
For obvious reasons, we prohibit smoking on Engelenbak.
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listen to the captain
This guideline is perhaps the hardest one for the first mate to follow ; )
But as the saying goes, there can be only one captain of the ship ... particularly
in emergency or critical situations. Take direction from Roland.

soft sole shoes on deck
Engelenbak was recently fitted with new teak decks which we would like to
protect. For that reason we ask that you only wear soft soled shoes on deck. No
leather soles. Similarly, be careful not to drop heavy or sharp objects onto the
teak decks as they can knick the wood.
Decks can get slippery when wet, so for your safety, wear shoes with a good
grip sole. If you have dark soles, please make sure they are “deck” friendly and
do not leave black tread marks on decks.

secure doors, drawers. loose objects
Loose objects can be like flying torpedos on a boat! Unlocked drawers can fly
open and hit you, or cause damage to the boat.
To avoid being hit by flying objects or heavy drawers while underway, please
make sure all doors and drawers are shut and latched when not in use, and
loose objects both in your stateroom and elsewhere in the boat, are safely
stowed away.
An easy visual check ... All drawers and cabinet doors are locked when the
stainless steel round knob is flush with the door.
Similarly, the heavy steel doors in the aft salon cabin and pilot house can hurt
you if they are not solidly latched when not in use. To secure doors open, there
are clips on the back of each door that can be manually engaged or
disengaged.

no loose knives in galley while
cruising
This may be redundant with the above guideline ... but worth its own
notation. One quick turn of the wheel or a wayward wave can send
knives flying if they are loose on the counter in the galley. Put them in
the sink, drawer or dishwasher when not in use.

use grab rails, keep one hand free
Always use grab rails, both inside and outside of the boat, when the
boat is underway. Keep one hand free at all times so you can keep
one hand open to use grab rails.
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do not slam doors
Please be careful to hand close all doors and hatches. Because
Engelenbak is a steel boat, it is important not to knick the paint
surface of the boat as this can cause rust.
So do not slam doors. This also applies to hinged hand rails and
boarding gates on the aft, starboard and port decks entering the
boat.

stay off swim platform while
underway
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES should you step out on to the
swim platform while the boat is underway.
If, and only if, Roland instructs you to go to the swim platform
while the boat is moving, you must wear a life jacket and harness
with a tether to the rail.

mr. lovie ricochet
Lovie is obviously one of our most important crew members. To keep
him safe, there are just a few precautions that we ask that you
follow. As noted earlier, always keep the engine room door shut.
Also, when the boat is underway, please keep all doors shut so he
cannot go out on the open decks.
To the captain: please put on his life jacket before taking him out on
open decks!
In the unlikely event we should have to evacuate the boat in an
emergency situation, we ask for you help in locating him on the boat so
we can put him in his carrier before we vacate.

departure procedures
When leaving dock, make sure all hatches and boarding gates are
shut and locked. When closing boarding gates, make sure you hold
hand at top of gate and not the side, to avoid pinching fingers. Cap
rails should be carefully closed over top of boarding gates.
All dock lines and fenders should be pulled into the boat,and either put
in forward starboard locker or cleated on rear or forward deck. Loose
items on decks should be secured, and walkways clear of object.
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Enjoying Your Stateroom
conserve water
Engelenbak holds 800 gallons of water and has a 50 GPH water-maker, but all
that water can disappear pretty quickly when you have four people on board
taking showers, using the heads, washing dishes, etc.
To help us avoid running the water-maker all the time (which uses energy and is
noisy), please use common sense in conserving water. Do not let faucets run
while brushing teeth, washing face, or doing dishes. Take quick showers, if you
don’t mind, every other day.
In other words, use as little water as possible.

turn off lights when not in use
When we are out cruising, energy conservation is a MUST ... unless you want to
listen to a noisy generator all day and night.
Please turn off the lights in your stateroom, and anywhere else in the boat when
not in use. Also, do not leave unattended appliances plugged into wall sockets.

using the head
Use only the one-ply toilet paper in the head, and please use sparingly. Or as
Roland likes to say, do not flush anything down the head unless you have eaten it
first.
Also, keep the toilet lid DOWN at all times while cruising.
Hint for the guys ... it is easier (and cleaner) to pee sitting down in rough
waters ; )

heating controls
There are individual heating controls in each room of the boat, including your
stateroom, for adjusting the temperature for your comfort. Please ask if you need
help working the controls.

portholes
Don’t freak out the first time you look out your stateroom portholes
when the boat is underway. The waterline view is better than Sea
World!
Seriously, the portholes are reinforced with strong safety glass made
to withstand just about anything. If you would like to darken the room,
you can carefully drop down the steel plate cover over the porthole.
But DO NOT OPEN the glass porthole without talking with Roland or
Laura first. If it is not sealed correctly, you could sink the boat!
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shower door latch
Please note there is a brass sliding latch on the shower door. ALWAYS keep the
latch closed while underway to keep the shower door from swinging open and
breaking.
As a habit, slide the latch shut after each shower. Also, please us the squeegee
in the shower to remove excess water.

laundry
The washer and dryer are located outside of the engine room door. Let us know
when you have laundry that you would like to have cleaned and we will show you
how to turn the power and operate both units.

storage
There should be plenty of room for storage space in your stateroom. Beyond the
hanging locker and cupboards, there is also storage space under the bed that
can be accessed on the side against the wall.
Feel free to fill the drawers and medicine cabinet in the head with toiletries.
Again, the safest place to keep things is stowed away.
If you need additional blankets, pillows, towels, hangers, toilet paper, soap, or
anything else ... please let us know.
In the event of bad weather, there is foul weather gear stowed away behind the
headboard of your bed.

fire extinguisher
In the event of a fire, there is a fire extinguisher on the right side of the hanging
closet in your stateroom.
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Emergency Situations & Procedures
man overboard
PREVENTION is the best way to avoid Man Overboard (MOB).
Let others know when you go outside on deck while en route. Keep
boarding gates and transom door shut AT ALL TIMES while underway.
Water temperatures in the Pacific Northwest are COLD .... about 40 degrees
(4.4C). Which means the survival time for anyone who goes overboard is short.
Exhaustion from the extremely cold water temperature can prevent your ability to
swim in minutes, and even with a life jacket, your body can only withstand these
temperatures for 1-3 hours at most.
Therefore, it’s very important to keep track of all crew while underway.
In the event someone should fall overboard, DO NOT jump in after them. The
potential drownings immediately double.
Instead, follow these procedures:

Immediately throw floating
objects to person. This will
help them stay afloat and
help mark their position. Life
rings are located on port and
starboard side of first deck
walkways.

• Immediately throw life rings, fenders, PDF, or anything that floats to person
in water
• Notify the captain by yelling “Man Overboard” and signaling what
side of boat the person is on
• If in range, throw EMERGENCY THROW BAG to person (see
EMERGENCY THROW BAGS
sidebar)
• Captain should acknowledge MOB alarm by initially putting the
Emergency
boat in neutral
Throw
• Keep your eye on person in the water at all times
Bags are
• Captain should hit the MOB button on the GPS
located on
The captain should either stop the boat or execute a Williamson turn
(see diagram below) to bring the boat back to its original position to
pick up person, preferably from the stern swim platform, but must be
careful they are not swept under the boat.
The person in the water will be weak and
possibly disoriented from the cold water
temperature and will need help getting back on
boat.
See next section regarding HYPOTHERMIA.

the

port and
starboard
sides of
transom,
hanging on
cleats.
Secure
loose end
of the line to rail or cleat, and
throw bag at personʼs head in
water. Tell them to grab the line
and not the bag.
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hypothermia
Exposure causes loss of body heat. This is called hypothermia. Hypothermia
can kill.
Defend against hypothermia by avoiding exposure to the cold. Do
this by staying dry and avoiding the wind. Put on foul weather gear
before you get wet. If you FALL into the water, DO NOT DISCARD
CLOTHING; it will help trap the heat. Avoid moving as much as
possible. A life jacket helps in two ways: it reduces the need to
move, and it helps institute against heat loss. When you wear a life
jacket, draw knees up into a H.E.L.P. (Heat Escape Lessening
Position).
If several persons are in the water, huddle together so you can
conserve heat and stay alive.
Care involves getting the victim out of wet clothes (back on land). Warm the
victim gradually by wrapping him or her in blankets or putting on dry clothing and
moving to a warm environment. If the victim is alert, give warm liquids to drink
that do not contain alcohol or caffeine. DO NOT warm the victim too quickly, by
immersing in warm water, for instance, as this can cause dangerous heart
rhythms. Transport the victim to a medical facility.
• If the Water is 32.5 F. 15 minutes or less to Exhaustion or
Unconsciousness. Survival less than 15-45 min.
• If the Water is 32.5 - 40.0 (F) 15 - 30 minutes to Exhaustion or
Unconsciousness. Survival of 30 - 90 min.
• If the Water is 40.0 - 50.0 (F) 30 - 60 minutes to Exhaustion or
Unconsciousness. Survival of 1 - 3 hours.
• If the Water is 50.0 – 60.0 (F) 1 – 2 hours to Exhaustion or
Unconsciousness. Survival of 1 – 6 hours.
• If the Water is 60.0 - 70.0 (F) 2 - 7 hours to Exhaustion or
Unconsciousness. Survival of 2 - 40 hours.
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fire on board
The first thing to know in the event of a fire is the location of the nearest fire
extinguisher.
Fire Extinguishers
There are 12 fire extinguishers on the boat (cabinets containing fire extinguishers
are clearly labeled) in the following locations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outside front deck - port side locker
Outside back deck - port side cabinet under the grill
Under the galley sink
Under desk in hallway leading to engine room
Cabinet on landing leading down to staterooms
Engine room next to work bench
Forward bunk room, starboard side
Guest stateroom hanging closet
Master stateroom hanging closet
Cabinet on left of TV in salon
Pilot house under settee seat on port side
Tender under the seat

To use a fire extinguisher remember the P. A.S.S. word ... with four
basic steps:
Pull the safety pin by grabbing the ring and twisting.
Aim the hose at the base of the fire.
Squeeze the handle.
Sweep the hose from side to side while discharging
Fire Escape Plan
Statistics show that 80% of fires on a boat begin in the engine
room, so again, keep the engine room door shut at all times.
Engelenbak’s engine room is equipped with a built-in halogen fire
extinguishing system with automatic sensors.

In the event or fire, the safest place
on the boat generally is outside on
the forward deck, away from the
engine room.

In the event of a fire, your safety is the first concern. First thing to
do is notify Roland and others on board ... yell FIRE ON BOARD.
If you are able to grab an extinguisher, try to put out the fire. Otherwise move
outside immediately to the forward deck (and if possible take an extinguisher
with you.).
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extreme weather
Strong winds create large waves and can make the water
choppy. Combine that with fog, rain that sometimes comes at
you sideways, and thunderstorms, and you’ll soon wish you
were sunning yourself somewhere on the beaches of St. Barts.
Luckily, Engelenbak is a heavy boat and doesn’t get tossed
around easily. Likewise, the stabilizers help prevent the side-toside rolling that tends to cause sea sickness.
Like anything else, it pays to be prepared. Have your foul
weather gear within easy access should you have to go out on
deck. Only go outside on the deck if instructed by Roland, and
use extreme caution as decks can be slippery. Use hand rails at
all times when moving through the boat ... “one hand for the boat, and one hand
for yourself.”

sea sickness
If you are prone to sea sickness, try to fill your stomach with a nutritious
breakfast each morning before we begin sail. If you begin to feel sick while
underway, find the part of the boat with the least motion ... usually the center
salon. Get fresh air out on the deck, but only if someone can accompany you.
Drink plenty of water and avoid alcohol. Staying busy and keeping your mind
occupied are the best ways to avoid seasickness.

abandon ship
Although extremely rare, due to fire, collision or structural damage, we could be
faced with a need to abandon ship. The criteria for abandoning ship is simple.
1. The vessel must be in real danger of sinking or being consumed by fire.
2. ALL attempts to control damage have been exhausted.
3. Distress signals have been sent out.
If Roland instructs everyone to abandon ship:

- QUICKLY PUT SURVIVAL SUIT ON OVER CLOTHES
- Wear life jacket if you do not have time to put on Survival Suit,
or take it with you if you are wearing a Survival Suit

- Take your “Ditch Bag”
- Laura is in charge of taking Lovie

Proceed either to the tender on the fore deck or the Emergency Life Raft on
the aft upper deck, depending on what Roland tells us to do based on the
circumstances. The Life Raft is equipped with water, a first aid kit, food rations,
a flash light, etc. Roland is in charge of deploying the life raft. Follow his
instructions and try to remain calm.
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surviving in cold water
Beyond Survival Suits, life jackets (PFDs) are probably the most
important factor in cold-water immersion survival. They will keep your
face above water in the initial cold shock phase, when gasping could
lead to immediate drowning. PFDs also allow individuals to assume
heat-conserving postures (hands crossed over chest, arms pressed
closely to sides, knees drawn toward chest, ankles crossed).
In the absence of a PFD, you should NOT remove clothing; it actually
provides buoyancy and helps conserve body heat. Avoid swimming.
Even strong swimmers only have a 50/50 chance of successfully
swimming a half mile in 50º water. If swimming is absolutely
necessary, a conservative stroke that keeps the head above water is
recommended (i.e., breaststroke). Use small movements when
treading water.
If floating wreckage is very close, get out of the water and stay out. The rate
of body heat loss is 25 times greater in water than in air of the same
temperature, even when the body is wet.

VHF distress calls
The US Coast Guard monitors Channel 16 for distress calls, and also to
broadcast storm warnings and other crucial marine information or
warnings.
Here is how to make a Mayday or Distress Call on the VHF radio:
1. Tune the VHF radio (located in the pilot house) to channel 16. Make
sure the volume control is up and the squelch control is turned down,
just above the point where the static quits.
2. Hold down the button on the microphone and clearly say... "MAYDAY,
MAYDAY, MAYDAY, This is ENGELENBAK, ENGELENBAK,
ENGELENBAK .... MAYDAY, MY POSITION IS (give our GPS
coordinates ...latitude and longitude or compass bearing from a well
known object) I AM (state problem such as on fire, sinking, etc) WITH
(number of) PERSONS ON BOARD, I REQUIRE IMMEDIATE
ASSISTANCE". Release the microphone switch. If you don't hear a
response after listening for a few seconds repeat the procedure.
3. There are penalties for making false distress calls. Make sure that you
have a real emergency before using this procedure.
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Emergency Equipment On Board
life rings
In an emergency, life rings may be the closest flotation object to throw. Our life
rings are located on the port and starboard walkways of the lower deck.
If someone goes overboard, immediately throw a life ring.

life jackets
Life jackets are located in the locker on the Portuguese Flybridge in front of the
pilot house on the upper deck.
Suspender PDFs are located in the steps leading up to the pilot house.

distress flares
Distress flares are located in a bright orange canister in the pilothouse. The
canister contains both handheld flares and aerial flares that can be shot into the
air.
Flares have two purposes, to attract attention over a long distance and to
pinpoint the vessel in trouble. The use of distress flares indicates that there is
grave and imminent danger to life or a vessel. As such, they should only be
used on the instructions of Roland. It is illegal to fire distress flares if we are not
in danger.
Read instructions on individual flare for lighting. Most can be lit by striking the
base of the flare on a hard object, such as the deck.

emergency throw bag
Emergency throw bags are located on port and starboard sides of transom,
hanging on cleats. Secure loose end of the line to rail or cleat, and throw bag at
person’s head in water. Tell them to grab the line and not the bag. Use to pull
person safely back to boat.

engine room halogen system
There is an automatic halogen fire extinguishing system in the
engine room. If a fire ignites in the engine room it will automatically
start spraying. Stay away and keep the door shut.
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ditch bag
As outlined in the “Before Leaving Port” checklist, we recommend our guests
prepare a “Ditch Bag” with essential items that can be quickly taken off the boat
in the event we have an emergency evacuation.
Engelenbak also is equipped with a larger Ditch Bag, located in the drawer under
the settee in the pilot house, which will be taken to the tender or emergency life
raft should we need to abandon ship. This ditch bag includes food rations, water,
first aid items, flashlight, flares, survival VHF radio, life
raft repair plugs, etc. to sustain us in the event of an
emergency.

emergency life raft
The emergency life raft is located on the port side of the
aft upper deck, behind the pilot house. The Emergency
raft is a self-contained emergency survival unit that is
pre-packed with items to sustain as many as 10 people
at sea. It contains food rations, water, paddles, first aid
items, flares, manual pump, compass, signaling mirror,
survival manual, sea dye, etc. It has a double inflatable
bottom to keep you off the water and to avoid
hypothermia, and a canopy to protect against wind and
rain.
The emergency life raft is about 66 pounds, is designed to disengage from its
place on deck with a ripcord and automatically inflates when it hits water.

tender
The tender on the forward deck is also an option for emergency
evacuation, but because it can only be lifted with a hydraulic crane, it
may not always be a viable option.

survival suits
The boat is equipped with 4 survival suits, located in
the storage area under the settee seats in the pilot
house, on the port side. These suits are not a fashion
statement, but are designed to save your life in cold
waters!
Put them on over your clothes in the event we should
have to abandon ship. They are made for warmth,
buoyancy, and waterproof protection. A snug fitting
hood goes over your head with a face seal, and a
whistle is attached to the suit.

waterproof flashlight
A waterproof flashlight is located in the drawer below the pilothouse settee, next
to the ditch bag.
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EPIRB
(emergency position-indicating radio beacon)
Engelenbak EPIRB UIN (Unique Identifier Number): 2DCC5D0288FFBFF
Model ACCUSAT MT403G
Location: Starboard side of roof above pilothouse (climb stairs behind mast)
EPIRBS are designed to be used when the safety of the boat and crew are in
danger, and we have no other means of communicating.
The EPIRB can save your life by leading an air/sea rescue to our exact location by
transmitting an internationally recognized distress signal on a frequency monitored
by a satellite system. Our EPIRB contains a unique identifying code that
immediately identifies our name and our boat in the event of an emergency, and
transmits our exact latitude and longitude.
The EPIRB can be manually operated, or automatically operated out of the
mounting bracket if located in the water. The EPIRB also activates a high
performance strobe to assist in leading rescuers to our location.
Preventing Accidental Activation
To prevent accidental activation of the EPIRB, it should not be removed from the mounting bracket and the
switch cover should remain closed.
The EPIRB will not commence transmitting for approximately 60 seconds after activation, providing a safety
period of audible and visual warning. If you hear the beacon beeping while it is being carried or stowed, you
may be able deactivate it during those 60 seconds without actually transmitting a distress signal. If in doubt,
report the incident of local authorities just in case.
In the Event of Accidental Activation
If EPIRB has been inadvertently activated, turn it off and call local VHF coast station or Rescue Coordination
Center. In international waters contact Marine Rescue Coordination Center or Coast Radio Station (CRS).
When reporting include the following:
1. EPIRB’s 15 character Unique Identifier Number UIN) 2DCC5D0288FFBFF

2. Date, time and duration of activation.
3. Cause of activation
4. Location at time of activation.
Search and rescue authorities will not penalize an EPIRB owner in cases of genuine accidental
activation.
In An Emergency
If an emergency occurs, first try radio to summon assistance. Use the beacon as a last resort … if unable to
make radio contact.
Bracket Release:
To remove the EPIRB:
1.
With one hand, press down on the tab marked “RELEASE” at the base of the bracket
2.
Grasp the EPIRB with the other hand and pull it downwards
3.
The antenna will release automatically and spring to upright position.
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EPIRB (cont.)
To Refit EPIRB
1. Insert the EPIRB, antenna first, upwards into the bracket
2. Press the tip of the antenna against the bottom of the three ridges in the
antenna slot and slide the EPIRB upwards into the frame of the bracket so
that the antenna folds over.
3. Press downwards on the “RELEASE” lever and push the EPIRB base
firmly into the bracket until the lever clicks upwards.
Manual Activation
1. Remove the EPIRB beacon from the bracket.
2. Lift the switch cover (marked “LIFT”).
3. Slide the “ON” slider switch fully forward in the direction of the arrows. The
unit will initially self test, then after two seconds, the flashing strobe and
beeps will indicate the beacon is operating.
4. Close the cover to secure the switch.
Water Activation
1. Remove the beacon from the bracket.
2. Deploy the beacon in water if sea conditions permit. The unit will initially self test, then shortly after,
the flashing strobe and beeps will indicate the beacon is operating.
The EPIRB is designed to maintain continuity of operation even when the unit sensors leave the water for
periods of several seconds at a time. Uninterrupted operation is always best guaranteed by also manually
activating the EPRIB.
Deploying the EPIRB
Unwind the cord and secure the EPIRB to prevent loss.
When activated, it will transmit the strongest signal when:
• It is floating in water
• It is well clear of surrounding and overhanging objects
• The antenna is vertical
When out of water:
• The EPRIB will not pass through metal
• The antenna must be vertical and clear of metal
• Can be mounted on metal if antenna is clear of surrounding objects

Turning the EPRIB Off
It is important to turn the EPIRB off as soon as possible after being rescued. If left on, it could interfere with
other beacons operating in the area.
1. Remove beacon from the water
2. Lift the switch cover (marked “LIFT”)
3. Slide the yellow slider switch full towards the “READY” position)
4. Close the cover to secure the switch
5. To cancel Water Activation dry the beacon or restow beacon in the bracket. It may take a few seconds
for the EPIRB to de-activate.
6. Check that the strobe light and beeper have stopped.
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EPIRB (cont.)
Testing EPIRB
It is recommended that EPIRBS are tested monthly or prior to an extended
journey.
DO NOT over test – testing consumes battery power.
DO NOT remove EPIRB from mounting bracket if it is wet, it will automatically
activate. Ensure that unit is thoroughly dry before removal.
Test the EPIRB using the following procedure:
1. Remove the beacon from the bracket. Keep the antenna clear of metallic
objects during testing.
2. Lift the cover marked “LIFT”
3. Briefly press then release the yellow “TEST” button
4. The unit will give a double beep and flash of the strobe light to show it is
functioning correctly
5. Close the switch cover and press firmly into place until it clicks
6. Return the beacon into the bracket.
Once a year, we should perform a GPS satellite acquisition test as well. See
manual in EPIRB hanging folder.

VHF radios
There are 6 VHF radios on Engelenbak. Two are located on the starboard side of
the dashboard in the pilothouse. One is located in the bookcase above the
stairwell in the pilothouse. There is a handheld in the master stateroom, a VHF is
on the tender, and there is an emergency handheld in the ditch bag.
As noted earlier in this manual, the US Coast Guard monitors Channel 16 for
distress calls, and also to broadcast storm warnings and other crucial marine
information or warnings.
Turn to Channel 16 to make a Mayday or Distress Calls. Include name of boat,
location, and # of people on board when making distress call.

cell phones
If we are in cell phone range, your cell phone can also be used to call for help.
Dial 911 in the U.S. and ask for the nearest Coast Guard Rescue Coordination
Center.
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fire extinguishers
As noted earlier, there are 12 fire extinguishers on the boat (cabinets containing
fire extinguishers are clearly labeled) in the following locations:
Outer Decks/Tender:
• Outside front deck - port side locker
• Outside back deck - port side cabinet under the grill
• Tender under the seat
Galley/Salon:
• Under the galley sink
• Cabinet left of TV in the salon
Staterooms/Lower Deck
• Cabinet on landing leading down to staterooms
• Under desk in hallway leading to engine room
• Forward bunk room, starboard side
• Guest stateroom hanging closet
• Master stateroom hanging closetCabinet on left of TV in salon
Engine Room:
• Engine room next to work bench
Pilot House:
• Pilot house under settee seat on port side
To use a fire extinguisher remember the P. A.S.S. word ... with four basic steps:
Pull the safety pin by grabbing the ring and twisting.
Aim the hose at the base of the fire.
Squeeze the handle.
Sweep the hose from side to side while discharging
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Glossary
AFT - Toward the stern (back) of the boat.
BEAM - The greatest width of the boat. Engelenbak’s beam is 18’ 10”.
BELOW - Beneath the deck.
BOW - The forward part of the boat.
BUOY - An anchored float used for marking a position on the water or a hazard or a
shoal and for mooring.
CHART - A map used to navigate; can be electronic or paper.
DISPLACEMENT - The weight of water displaced by a floating vessel, thus, a boat's
weight. Engelenbak’s displacement is 105 tons, or 210,000 pounds!
DRAFT - The depth of water a boat draws. Engelenbak’s draft is 7 feet
EPIRB – Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon. Used when safety of boat and
crew are in danger and we have no other means of communicating. EPIRBs can be
turned on manually, or will automatically turn themselves on in water. Should only be
used if cannot make radio contact.
FATHOM - Six feet.
FENDER - A cushion, placed between boats, or between a boat and a pier, to prevent
damage.
GALLEY - The kitchen area of the boat.
GRAB RAILS - Hand-hold fittings mounted on cabin tops and sides for personal safety
when moving around the boat.
HATCH - An opening in a boat's deck fitted with a watertight cover.
HEAD - A marine toilet.
HEADING - The direction in which a vessel's bow points at any given time. North is
000, East is 090, South is 180 and West is 270 degrees.
HELM - The wheel, or in the case of Engelenbak, the tiller controlling the rudder and
steering of the boat.
KNOT - A measure of speed equal to one nautical mile (6076 feet) per hour.
LATITUDE - The distance north or south of the equator measured and expressed in
degrees.
LONGITUDE - Geographic coordinate used for east-west navigation.
LAZARETTE - The storage space in the boat's stern area, behind the engine room.
NAUTICAL MILE - One minute of latitude; approximately 6076 feet - about 1/8 longer
than the statute mile of 5280 feet.
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glossary (cont.)
PILOT HOUSE – Area of the boat above the salon where navigation equipment is
located and where you pilot the boat.
PORT - The left side of the boat looking forward.
PORTUGUESE FLYBRIDGE - The deck and railings surrounding the front of the
pilothouse with an opening that steps down to the front deck.
RUDDER - A vertical plate located under the boat used for steering.
RUNNING LIGHTS - Lights required to be shown on boat underway between sundown
and sunup.
STARBOARD - The right side of a boat when looking forward.
STERN - The aft (back) part of the boat.
STERN LINE - A docking line leading from the stern.
STOW - To put an item in its proper place.
TENDER – The dinghy. Engelenbak’s tender, Squirt, is a 14-foot Rendova with a 50 hp
engine, and sits on the forward deck.
TRANSOM - The cross-section of the stern of the boat.
WINDWARD - Toward the direction from which the wind is coming.
WING STATIONS – Port and starboard stations on the decks outside and forward of
the pilot house used for piloting the boat. Usually used for docking to provide better
visibility.
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Comments From Our Guests
guest name(s):
where did you travel from:
date of cruise:

where did you cruise with us?

activities you enjoyed most?

most memorable part of cruise

tips & advice for future guests

special comments

